Endoscopic full-thickness resection in the rectum closed with PolyLoop-and-clips method using single-channel endoscope

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) allows en bloc resection regardless of tumor size. It is an effective but technically demanding procedure, with perforation rates of about 5% [1]. Nevertheless, the safety profile is adequate, because almost all ESD complications can be managed endoscopically and the risk of surgery related to post-ESD complications (1%) is low [2]. The European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy recommends the use of through-the-scope clips for iatrogenic perforations <10 mm and consideration of the use of the over-the-scope clip for defects >10 mm, nonetheless larger iatrogenic perforations or failed closure may require surgical repair [3]. Another purse-string suture technique to close the perforations using a dual-channel endoscope with a PolyLoop (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and clips has been described [4].

We present the case of a 65-year-old man with a 60-mm laterally spreading granular tumor, nodular mixed subtype, at the lower rectum. No deep submucosal invasion signs were observed. It was decided to perform ESD using a conventional technique owing to the presence of fibrosis. At the end of the procedure, the dissection plane was lost due to the patient’s intense breathing movements and Valsalva maneuvers, and full thickness resection was performed (Fig. 1). Bloc resection was completed. Then a PolyLoop attached to a clip inserted through the single-channel endoscope was introduced in parallel. After deploying the first clip, more clips were used to fix the borders of the PolyLoop to the borders of the target area to close (Video 1). The PolyLoop was then closed as well as the full-thickness defect (Fig. 2). There were no complications and the patient was discharged after 24 hours. Final histology was a 67-mm adenoma with high-grade dysplasia (HGD) with negative resection margins. At 6 months a complete re-epithelialization of the mucosa was observed (Fig. 3). Endoscopic full-thickness resection of large lesions in the rectum might be feasible. Large defects could be closed with a PolyLoop-and-clips method using a single-channel endoscope.
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Fig. 1 Large transmural defect.

Fig. 2 Closure of the full-thickness defect with a PolyLoop-and-clips method using a single-channel endoscope.

Fig. 3 Complete re-epithelialization of the mucosa at 6 months.

Video 1 Endoscopic full-thickness resection in the lower rectum closed with PolyLoop-and-clips method using a single-channel endoscope.
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